The Hunter Legacy Fund™ Endowment

**Five-year Funding Goal:**
$50 Million

**Annual Funding Needed:**
$2 Million

SCI Foundation was established to fund and manage worldwide programs dedicated to wildlife conservation, outdoor education and humanitarian services. By fulfilling these three aspects of its mission, SCI Foundation will also succeed in preserving and protecting the rights of hunters worldwide. These programs are funded exclusively through the generous gifts contributed by hunters to the Foundation. To help donors invest more directly in these mission-driven activities, including several key outdoor education and humanitarian service programs, represent the future of SCI Foundation and its dynamic missions.

The HLF Endowment will serve SCI Foundation as an endowment fund whereby, according to the SCI Foundation Spending Policy, a specific percentage of the total return of the fund will be dedicated to approved projects and programs of SCI Foundation. Because only a donor may direct a gift to an endowment, the HLF Endowment will provide donors the opportunity to invest in the future of SCI Foundation and give them the comfort that their gift will provide benefits well into the future as part of the HLF Endowment.

The primary focus of grants from the HLF Endowment will be to increase the investment in approved SCI Foundation wildlife conservation, outdoor education and humanitarian service programs. The HLF Endowment will allow SCI Foundation to elevate its role and profile worldwide, and to make a difference in the world of conservation for future generations.

The initial goal for the HLF Endowment is to raise $10 million in gifts in support of the SCI Foundation mission through the Hunter Legacy 100 Fund. Once this initial goal is met, additional campaigns and programs will be launched to grow the HLF Endowment. The ultimate goal is to expand the charitable giving programs for SCI Foundation and grow the HLF Endowment. Future programs may include: establishing a $25-50 million general endowment, launching a capital campaign for the mission, building a sound planned giving program and/or spinning off other similar donor recognition programs.